
Better performance 
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Extia® 1000 is the first product on 
the Extia® platform, a range of 
highly durable filtration media, 
specifically designed for industrial 
filtration applications. Extends 
filtration lifetime by over 40%.

ViroSēl™ Breathable Viral Barrier 
fabric is constructed for the most 
critical areas of a surgical gown 
designed to keep medical 
professionals protected and 
comfortable.

Trinitex® Advance W3200 is a 
unique gas turbine filtration 
product specifically designed for 
pulse jet gas turbine applications. 

Functioning better than alternative solutions

Optilam™ is an antistatic release 
material used during the 
lamination process of RFID 
prelaminated inlays, improving the 
final quality of the inlay. It is a 
sustainable alternative to plastic 
release films.



Safer materials
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TEX-STYLE – the first product in 
the RE-VOLUTION range, a new 
category abrasive backings of 
paper substituting cloth backings.

Pre-impregnated, formaldehyde-
free foil base papers are suitable 
for furniture, doors, separation 
walls, ceilings and wall paneling. 

Grease-Gard® FluoroFree® 
papers are designed to deliver 
outstanding grease resistance 
without the use  
of fluorochemicals (PFAS). 

Comprised of safer materials than alternative solutions

ParaFree™ Wax Alternative 
Papers are paraffin wax free, 
reducing the dependency on 
petroleum-based ingredients.

Grease-Gard® FluoroFree® 
papers are designed to deliver 
outstanding grease resistance 
without the use of fluorochemicals 
(PFAS). 



Fewer resources
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Acti-V® supercalendered release 
papers for silicone coating play an 
active role in the silicone curing 
and anchorage process. Curing is 
faster and requires less catalyst. 
Anchorage is stronger and more 
stable.

HighFlow Wind Energy is a 
platform of reinforcement fabrics 
for lightweight composite 
materials, allowing a reduction of 
about 15% in total cost ownership 
in wind mill blade manufacturing.

Specimen collection cards 
provide an alternative solution to 
liquid sampling. By removing the 
need for cold chain and special 
transport, they can be used for 
DNA screening, the diagnosis of 
genetic diseases, and others.

Consuming fewer resources than alternative solutions

Disruptor ® – product line of 
electrodsorptive filter media that 
improves water quality through a 
natural positive charge.



Lower impact
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GreenPod™: compostable plastic 
free coffee pod material for 
espresso. 

CelluStraw™ is a new fiber-based 
solution for paper drinking straws, 
enabling the food industry to 
provide consumers an alternative 
to single-use plastic straws.

Fiber+ a plastic free, compostable 
tea bag materials product range, a 
solution for every application and 
covers all manufacturing 
platforms.

Lower impact than alternative solutions 

Coralpack compostable, grease 
resistant wrapping papers reduce 
the environmental impact of 
packaging waste.


